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Asiaâ€™s most dynamic city, Hong Kong has captured the worldâ€™s imagination with its scintillating high
rises and excitedly fast pace! Eclectic blend of varied cultures and an amazing fusion of inspiring
opportunities have immensely added to the popularity of cheap airline tickets to Hong Kong, in the
recent times.

Hong Kong offers world-class business facilities, meeting rooms and conference centres equipped
with excellent amenities, including state-of-the-art communication technologies. Unsurprisingly,
scores of UK businesses contemplate booking air tickets to Hong Kong for meeting, seminars or
business deals. Here are some prominent business travel tips for those buying airline tickets to
Hong Kong.

Travel Tips for Business Travellers

	Consider alternative airports to make the trip more comfortable.

	Charge your equipments before boarding the flights. Airport waiting areas are often equipped with
electrical outlets. Recharge the laptops and cell phone batteries while waiting for the flight.

	Check your wifi connection. Remote access the corporate network before leaving to make sure the
remotely access email and network files work properly.

	Make copies of your passport to avoid any hassles.

Technical Advice

	Ensure packing the USB and hard-disks containing significant files and information.

	Always pack in the emergency hard disk maintenance program.

	Save all the vital files or programs in some external device as a backup.

Business Hours

The general business hours in Hong Kong are from 9am to 5pm or longer (depending on the kind of
business) on weekdays and from 9am to 1pm on Saturdays. Major banks remain opened from 9am
to 4:30pm on weekdays and from 9am to 12:30pm on Saturdays.

Money: Hong Kong Dollar (HK$) 

Visitors buying tickets to Hong Kong can exchange currency at the airport, though rates are usually
better in exchange offices preferably banks. Local currency can also be obtained by using
internationally recognised credit cards at banksâ€™ ATMs.

General Business Etiquette

For business travellers buying airline tickets to Hong Kong, itâ€™s imperative to understand and follow
the local business etiquettes. Do spend some time reading through the lines to know the general
business etiquettes followed here.
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	Punctuality is the order for the day in Hong Kong so appointments should be made well in advance
and the meetings should commence on time.

	Do hand over business-cards with both hands, the type facing the recipient. Receive cards with both
hands, and don't scribble on them or bend their edges!

	Business documents should always be printed in English as well as Chinese. A company logo
printed on the card is seen as impressive to associates in Hong Kong. Offer a business card to each
and every person who offer their.

	Many business meetings are conducted over a cup of tea. However, it is important to wait for the
host to take the first sip.

	Bowing is often the typical way to greet. When bowing, allow the Hong Kong associate to rise first.

	Do not point with one finger. If pointing is necessary use the entire hand.
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